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STANDARDS,  C^ALITT ASSURANCE ANP THF 

INTfKNAL MARKET 

As we have already seen,    standardization is not  a national matter 
alone.       It  is   increasingly  international   in  character.       While,     therefore, 
the whole  range of standards wont  can  atiu  ¿nould be a  powerful   instrument  for 
building  and developing a nation,     it  can be  seen also  as  providing  an  example  of the 
growing   interdependence of nations,   and   ihr-  fact  t!;at  no  small  or   larye  country  can 
be  totally independent.      Many of   the countries  represented  here  are  fortunate 
in being  able  to statt  from the  beginning,    not   only  in  the planning  oi   a 
national  standard? orpanization,     but   in  deciding on  the part  that  Quality 
Assurance schemes  should play in  the national  plan. 

Quality Assurance  is   the  theme of  this  particular  paper.     My aim vili   b?   to outline 
some of  the experience achieved,     to sa>   something of what   is goirfi on.     to 
present   alternatives  and discuss   the  merit;   of different   approaches.       The 
decision which method  to adopt must,  of  course,  be made at  national   level, 
taking  into account   international  matters  and  also  the  nature of the particular 
national  economy. 

Let  me try to define  the  terms  quality assurance  and quality control  and 
enquire  into why they are  included   in  this series ci discussions on standard- 
ization at all.      Surely there is  plenty  to do without   talking about   this 
rather specialized form of  the use  of standards?      This would seem to be a 
basic question  to be  answered.       First,     though,   to definitions.       The  title 
presented by UNIDO  includes  the words   'Quality Control'   so we had better  start 
with that. 

We  get close  to  the heart  of  the  matter  by  thinking  about   the word 
•Quality«..      Quality  is   in  the eye of  the beholder,     what   the user  requires 
it to be:    in «oro precise term.-,  it   is  conformity with a specification   -  a 
specification of w4îat   the  user wants  and  the manufacturer  can supply.       It   is 
the manufacturer who  is responsible  for  making   the  product   to the  sptciftrat ion. 
He shouJd have a precise descript ion  of w .at  is wanted,    ant'  the means  of 
measuring objectively  that  he aas  nade what   is  required. lie must  have  a 
method for making sure,    under conditions of continuous production,     that eacli 
item,'  or batches,  or  consignment,    meet  that   same specification.      The process 
by which he achieves  this  is called his   'Quality Control«.      We can,   therefore, 
define  «QUALITY CONTROL'as : 

The overall system of activities whose purpose  ir  te provide a 
quality of product or service that  meets  the needs of users. 

Now,    as  I  have síád,     it  is  the manufacturer's  task  to have a system - 
a quality control  system that is applicable not just  to one individual   item, 
one  «special',   - what  engineers call a one-off - but  to mass production.       It 
will generally not  be economical   to test  each and every item to all   the 
requirements of the  specification,     so  the mn.ufactui er  has  to devise  a  system 
for checking on the many aspects  of  the  manufacturing  process:    from  the 
review of the  specification  to  the feedback of   information on its  use.       He 
will require to know and check the quality of the raw material  and  components 
that he himself buys,    to check the various  processes of fabrication,     processing 
and assembly down to the  inspection and testing of the end product.       Indeed 
it »ill often go beyond that point  to include  the products'  packaging and 



the provision of installation ano other advice on the use of the  product in 
question.       One can easily appreciate  that,     with all  the variables of 
different  specifications  for different  products,    of different  prii* restrictions, 
of difftient  marketing policy,     of different  factory and supervisory skills 
and all  the  other variables,     the manufacturées•   attitude to  the  business of 
quality control will vary  considerably. 

That   is where   the next  term,     'Quality Assurance',  comes   in.    The 
manufacturer wants  to make  a claim about   the  quality of hia goods.       This can 
often be  seen  in his promotion of the brand  image,     a  trade mark  name,    such as 
•OSMAN HAMID«   for Quality  products',  or  'Johnnie Walker  still going strong', 
through which he hopes  to  convince  the  purchaser  of  continuing  quality.      Every 
time he  fulfills an order  he win   in on  wt-y  or   another be saying:     'I've made 
what you asked for  - here  it  is«.      Faced with the claim,    the purchaster,    ii 
he is prudent,    will want   to assure himself  that   he has in fact  got what he ordered, 
He can  take  up several  attitudes.      He  can say   'I   trust OSMAN HAMID or  Johnnie 
Walker  - he would not  let  ne down'  and leave   it at  that.      He can make a visual 
inspection of a sample of  the poods,    or he  can employ any degree of  inspection 
up to an   100% test  of each  item.      The degrees  of  quality assurance are many. 
Let us take  the following  definition which  (like the other  that   I gave you for 
Quality control) comes i rom the American Socieiy of Quality Control: 
QUALITY ASSURANCE: 

A system of activities whose purpose  is to provide an assurance 
that the over-all quality control  is  in fact being done effectively. 

The system involves a  continual survey of  the adequacy and effectiveness 
of  the quality control  programme so as  to correct  it if necessary   .    For a 
specific   product or  service,     this involves  verifications, audits and the 
evaluation of  the quality factors that affect   the specification,     production, 
inspection and use of the product or service. 

Generally speaking,    Quality Control  is  the manufacturer's business and 
is concerned  with ensuring  conformity wiih  a  specification  and Quality Assurance 
has to do with making suie  that  Quality Control   is doing what   it  should.     It 
should dispel doubt.      Later  on we will go deeper   into the definiton of what 
this  m;ars  and how  it   is  done. 

Earlier   I queried why Quality Assurance  should be a service provided 
by standards  organizations.      Well,     I think we  can agree  *bout'the relevance 
of standards   to this businrs:;  c-   Qualitv  Control   And Quality  Assurance. 
First,     many  standards  aie  of   a  type known as  a  Specification  - a precise 
definition of the values   that   the various features of a product should reach and 
the means  of measuring  thebe values.      Such  specifications,     drawn up with 
the help of  both manufacturers,   and usei s will   be   for  products   for v.hich 
manufacturers will have  to devise quality control   arrangements,     and for some 
products qualiiy assurance will  be required.       Secondly,     the  reputation of  the 
standards  organization  is  at   ¿take;     if a manufacturer claims  that his products 
confora to a standard specification,     and  yet   his quality control system is 
not efficient,    he may damage   the reputation of the standards organization which 
has produced the specification.      Thirdly,     standard organizations must be 
interested in  the quality of the finished product:    experience  in »c*"*1 

manufacture and use of the product made according  to standard specifications 
gives a valuable check and provised information for improving and revising 
standards.      Standards,     technology and experience all progress  together. 
Fourthly,    an element of  independence is desirable in the business of Quality 
Assurance.      Standard? organizations have  to be  independent:     they have to hold 
the balance between the manufactmer and the user,    and produce a standard on 
which both sides art in agreement, and which are considered by all to be the 
best possible. 



These are-good reasons for the involvement of National Standard« 

Noie"! havenu^ ^ ^ì•"   ^ indopendent °r  3rd ^^ ^^ Assurance. Note  I have used the word involvement.       I do not think  that standards 
organisations should themselves be  the only bodies performing or checking 
Quali y Assurance.      Others could do  the  job.      Government, could do iî ' 

•jrtctly.       Insurance Agencies  are often involved in such matters.      Industry 
i.selx  can suggest and operate  such a scheme,    (as  in  the case of the 
International Wool Mark).       The question  is how much and for what type of 
production should standards organizations be  involved.       That  is one of 
.he choices  that mint  be  taken at national  level. 

The anmvcr is i.ci-  -t   .11 ¿innle.       Standards organizations have a 
prime responsibility -  umf: of prepar. ^g standard..       Tr,, business of 
providing independent qu^ii;/ «sur*.,.,,     even for products made to standards, 
is a secondary business.       it  can be regarded as one  that  gives purpose 
and precision to the making of standard specification« or  it  can be regarded 
as a useful but not nece-,sai y side of standardization work. 

If quality assurance is not regarded as an essential part of stand - 
ardization, it may be found that too little effort and too few resources 
1.11 support  it. 

Before,  however,    we  leave this   brief analysis wt should recognize, 
once again,     that Quality Assurance  is an area of international as well as 

nacional activity.        Standards  and  the  linked business of Quality Assurance 
is all  to do with trade  -  the arteries and veins for   the life blood of a 
Nation.      Just as priorities for  ini ernational standardization are often 
dictated by matters concerned with trade and trade barriers so again is 
international Quality Assurance.        These are often interdependent natters, 
in international  trading sheer distance and lack of information tends  to 
emphasize  the need for  independent quality assurance. 1 am sure that 
you can think of „any examples,    where  the purchasers of raw materials and 
é.oods from your countries  have organized forms of quality assurance at your 
end - at the exporting end in  the same way as  you will probably want forms 
o,  quality assurance for goods  that you  import.        Progress  is  taking us a 
long way from the restricted local  markets where the maker meets  the user  in 
the market - where a critical  inspection of the hides,   the weapons,  the food, 
ine tools or  the cooking  pots can take  place there and  then between principals. 
And yet,    as wc shall sec,     there are many purchasers,     not  least Governments 
tnemselves,    who use up immense funds  and resources in continuing to preserve 
traditional  patterns of inspection today. Although  this may be justified 
in certain specializedarc s it is qu stionable,    to say the leaat,    whether 
till, is the most economic mctnod of obtaining the assurance required.      Me 
shall be examining this later on. 

What I hope wt have established so far is:- 

What Quality Assurance means - a method of checking the Quality Control 
exercised by the manufacturer. 

What  ' QU AL IB"  is - Call  it  the Purchaser's Specification. 

The connection t'..cre is between Standards,    Quality Centro! and Quality 

Assurance - and their close relations with trading, whether on a national or 
international scale. 
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Let me attempt to link this theory with problems familiar to us all; 

1. The protection oí the consumer. 

2. The quality of  locally produced goods for the home market. 

3. The quality of  imported goods. 

4. The comparison  that will be made beU/een 2 and 3. 

5. The effect of that comparison,     and 

6. The quality of exported goodf». 

The first point - the protection of  the consumer lead« me to the 
picture of the consumer movement generally. 

I am sure that  I    do not need to tell  you that the consumer movement - 
a co-ordinated,    organized,    vocal expression of consumer needs and attitudes, 
has grown up recently.      While legislation often provides some  consumer 
protection in the area of health and safety,     in other fields it has been 
the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure that the goods be bought 
satisfied his requirements.        He is responsible for examining  the product 
and having exchanged money for it has little chance of redress.        While 
this may have been acceptable in the market place,    it can hardly be so 
suitable in matters of complicated international trading today.       Today, 
choice of products is  limitless,    their  characteristics can often only be 
measured by sophisticated laboratory tests,    and modern advertising and 
marketing techniques frequently do not reveal all the facts  about a product. 
However,    providing some help for the consumer,    there is a growing evidence 
of legislation restricting the practices of the seller - both of services 
and goods.       A recent example is the Trade Descriptions Act of  1968 in the 
United Kingdom which wakes it a punishable offence to give a false or 
misleading description of goods offered for  sale.        In Germany,   too,    the 
recent Safety Legislation makes it obligatory for all equipment  used in 
factories, offices,    the home and sports  to be safe »according  to the 
generally recognized rules of technology' . Laws of this kind impose 
obligations on the manufacturer,    strengthen the protection of the consumer 
with regard to safety and health and misleading statements made by the 
manufacturer or seller.        In the case "f the Trade Description» Act the law 
not only prohibits wrongdoings but enab.es  the state to require sellers to 
previde information to the user.      (While no orders to require such information 
have yet been made in the United Kingdom,     proposals have been put forward, 
for instance,    for the labelling.of textiles as to fibre content,    of tyre» 
a»  to type,    of sheets as  to size,    and of fire extinguisher» a» to suit- 
ability of use and performance). 

In addition to this legislative activity a number of Governments have 
established a Council to represent the consumer interest in the broadest 
possible terms.        The Consumer Council of the United Kingdom,    established 
ia 1963,    is one such independent grant-aided body.       Other» of »imilar status 
have been established elsewhere while in other countries an Advisory Body 
Council with similar terms of reference  i» directly responsible to an 
appropriate Minister of State.       In the United States of America a Presidential 
Committee was established to advise the President directly in these matters. Some 
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Australian S cates,    New Zealand a id South Africa,    provide similar 
examples,    demonstrating the growth of the consumer  movement. 

The best known international  consumer organization is the International 
Organization of Consumer Unions  (10CU).    Establishec'  in 1960, with head- 
quarters in the Hasue,      its early activity was in the comparative testing 
of products.      The growth of its  influence,    ?nd of  the number of members 
it possesses  (now including many tíifferent  types of consumer organisations) 
and of its scope (row including all  important matters  that concern the 
consumer) has contributed notably to He world consumer movement and kept 
pace with it.        Its rec-ut Wcrld Corrress in Vienna,    well reported in 
their journal  INTERNATIONAL CQKSUMER *      produced statements on the 
following subjects„    as well as many others i 

Education 

Called to UNESCO to convince member nations of the importance of 
formal Consumer Education, and failing that, of including informal 
consumer education in their education system. 

''oalth and Safety 

Expressed concern about the alleged sale of exported goods that 
do not satisfy the health and safety standards of the countries 
in which those goods were Manufactured. 

I-f.W 

Laws of consumer protection to be planned. 

The use of publicity to enforce them. 

The need for a survey of best means of bringing compensation 
to the consumer. 

Representation 

More and better consumer representation on important décision 
making bouies,  e.g. monopolies,    ..ationalized industries and 
public utility companies. 

Consumer affairs to be the specific responsibility of one 
powerful Minister or ministerial body at the very heart of 
political power;    the importance and the effectiveness of auch 
a Minister must however depend on the presence of effective 
bodies of consumer criticism and consumer thought such as 
existing or improved consumer councils,    and finally on the 
energetic activity of consumer movements. 

Expansion and future work 

More comparative testing works to be done by a number of 
•••bar bodies together. 

Work on pollution of the ¡mman environment. 

Technical barriera to trade. 

«International Consumer no.S - 1970 
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Consumer  viewpoint on international care labelling,    that is, 
the marking of products with details of how best to preserve them 
in good condition. 

More help and encouragement   (as was given to the CARIBBEAN CONSUMERS' 
COMMITTEE)  in promoting the consume  interest in developing countries. 

IOCU has been recognized by the International Standards Organization 
(ISO) and the  International Electrotecnia cai  Coiuaission (1EC) by being 
•nvited to serve on the important  Inter  ational Standards Committee for 
Consumer Affairs  CISC/) one oí the standards organizations, responses  to 
the movement. 

This may seem unrelated to the practical national problem» that will 
be facing you,    but it helps to mrJce the point that while any consumer 
movement must have its impact on the  individual it must also have 
influence with  those who control national and international affairs;    it 
also shows that as more protection and guidance is provided for  the consumer 
•ioth nationally and internationally the seller is forced,    by self-interest 
or by law,    to  take on the responsibility cf ensuring that his products 
^tisfy the purchaser's requirements.        The way in which the Consumer Movement 
can be created and assisted in any of the countries represented at this 
Workshop depends,    as always,    on local conditions:    those who know the 
people know best how to help.        I am confident,    however,    that the consider 
movement as represented by IOCU has a vital contribution to make J» »J**«»»1 

envelopment,     and that a mutual trust and respect can be established in the 
r.rca of standards and of quality assurance between consumers and the 
Government. 

ISCA is not  the only example of the way in which standards organizations 
I-.av- responded internationally to consumer matters.    A special Committee - 
I5.3/TC 73 «Consumer Questions'  has been active particularly in encouraging 
the preparation of standard methods of measurine performance to be used as 
a bas* "for certification, comparative  testing and informative labelling.    It 
played an important part in setting up ISCA.      There is another link between 
ur.      TV ISO Committee known as »EVCO- concerned with the needs of developing 
countries  in the area of standardization co-operates actively with UNESCO 
r.nd,    as this Workshop demonstrates, tíith UNIDO. 

Let us return to .practici difficulties that you will have to face. 
The problem of persuading consumers to accept local products is considerable. 
It is to be expected that as an ever  increasing number of people have more 
aoncy to spend,  they will be inclined to spend it on imported products. 
There are several possible reasons for this:    in some cases,    such as the 
motor-car,    there may be no other choice,    but in many other  cases the 
attraction of imported goods lies in one fact that,    although only slightly 
different from the locally made product,    they have a certain «status symbol« 
v,peal because they are recognized as being more expensive.      And, of course, 
we are all familiar with the vexing situation where the imported article is 
considsrably more advanced.      Here, surely,    standard* combined with quality 
cssuranee can play their part.        A suitable standard of performance has to 
be set;    the local manufacturer must comply with it,    supplying an after sales 
service if necessary,    and all those agencies concerned in encouraging local 
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Production should support it.  The intention, the plan and the 
Publicity »re »11 required.  The publicity - the marketing, the 
«dv«rtislng i» of critical importance, without il the plan will be 
tfnsucccssful,  and must reach the prospective consumer. 

A campaign for    quality eonscioufcies-, wnj require more than 
i «»fleeting organization.  It must touch .ill sectors of the community 
ind «specially those who can least afford lo m.U e 'aistakes in their 
purchasing.  Mass media - the press nd radio,  togetr r with trad- 
itional forms of communication can be  u<; •fi'.i \n til.* t-s' .  You will 
remember that the IOCU report expresses r«K"f< *l*at consumer education 
has little place in schools. A  full education ¡.hould produce a good 
consulter,  that is someone who can select and discriminate, who does 
not giv* up easily and who exercises balanced judgement.  The campaign 
for quality consciousness must of course, he directed at the producer »s 
well.  Nothing will convince industrial and coroner«-ial management 
quicker than pointing to the financial pood sense of  quality conciousness. 
Such a campaign will, of course, benefit yrcntly from the support that 
a co-ordinated plan can provide,  including, foi instance, governmental 
support for the promotion ol national quality assurance marks. 

In Britain, the National Council for Quality and Reliability (NOQR) 
it effective in aiding  industry.  This council attempts in many ways 
to promote quality and reliability. Local Groups in all the manufacturing 
areas arouse interests, and encourage study and discussion over a wide 
tange of topics; the use of standards, methods of quality control, 
selling quality, marketing policy, and so on.  Much time is given by 
industrialists and those engaged in coronerre both as sellers and purchasers 
to the work of this organisation which has achieved a sound and encouraging 
reputation in the country. NOQR is not unique in the U.K.  Similar 
organizations exist in other countries. 

Ideally, there should be a meeting for all this activity. There is 
a cas.e for a co-ordinated plan, at the centre of which should be the 
Government itself.  It must take the lead and seek direcjtly or indirectly 
to co-ordinate-all this effort.  It is important that the central Government 
and local authorities are persuaded c/ the value of standardisation and 
of national quality marks, because their influence is of prime importance. 
If the government accepts standardization and its associated quality 
assurance schemes, other purchasers will probably do likewise. 

One of the major advantages of a planned approach to standards and 
quality assurance lies in the business of Export.  No country in the 
world is independent of the need to export and the need to build up its 
reputation in the countries with which it trades : and 
in this Government is necessarily involved. The need for a unified approach 
Is therefore stressed.  Unfortunately, thir is often forgotten until an 
economic crisis is apparent.  One need not look beyond India and Japan to 
see, where the tools of standards and quality assurance are being used both 
in building up local production and ensuring the quality of export goods. 
Japan hss perhaps the most extensive of all national quality assurance 
arrangements, closely invoking standards.  it is no mere coincidence, 
I believe, that their national commercial reputation now based upon a 
wide variety of products  has so vastly improved over the last two 
decades and that it is predicted that Japan wilJ be ahead of every other 
country in its quality control performance within the next seven year 
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period.       It is  interesting to note also that  in Japan the theory of 'Zero 
Defects',    which  is so highly eiaphasiaed throughout their  industries and 
thus encourages a concern for quality assurance from top management to 
the lowliest manual worker,     is a striking success. 

Allow me now to sum up once more.      We have noted      the recurring 
thewe of standards and their application to quality assurance,    to consumer 
affairs,    to the quality of  lou\l goods,    to health and safety,    and to 
the vital business of exports - of the link that standards provide with 
international trade.      I am turi  that  you would now wish me,    before we 
cone to anv final summing up,      to re-state the principles of independent 
quality assurance and broadly,    the way it is operated in many countries 
through the agency of standards organizations. 

We call the business of indeper.dent,    or third party, quality assurance 
by the name of certification.      In BSI we define certification as follows »- 

Certification: 

Assurance by a cc*petent organisation,    independent of trading 
interest,    that goods are consistently in conformity with a 
specification.      You will note the factors involved: 

Assurance:        Dispelling doubt; 

Competence ;      Includes technical competence, integrity 
and authority; 

Independence: Of the trading interest; 

Consistency:   A continuing function.    Not a once only, 
or one-off affair; 

Conformity ;     A continuing conformity to specificationj 

Specification-:    A precise tool.    A defined basis of contract which 
      may well-be contained in a British   >r other standard, 

but not necessarily so. * 

You will note that certification is a form - a specialised form - of 
quality assurance.      All certification is a form of quality assurance but 
only some quality assurance qualifies as certification.      The great 
distinction is,    of course,    that certification is by a third party,    sn 
organization not under    the manufacturer's control and indeed often 
independent of the trading interest as a whole;     while quality assurance 
can be,    and constantly is,    provided on the sole authority of the manufac- 
turer himself and can be entirely unsupported by any independent evidence. 
The second distinction that is less obvious is that my definition for 
certification means that only batch or mass production,    and not one-off 
products,   can be the subject of certification. 

We recently defined what we in BSI practice in relation to our 
own Kitemark cartification scheme covering some £500 million worth of goods 
per annum and what we are advocating for adoption in international 

certification schemes.     The definition reads as follows: 

i 
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The Concept of Certification 

Sthnít6^ ti t0.provide an ««ucance that will satisfy the user 

Sí: ecïf c^r^a^" 'IT teSting'    that  the ^o^tsec^ÓrW « specification that  has been as precisely defined as oossihi- 

A íSÍ "ar!;ed g00ds C0"">11' K'th »»e appropriate apecíficaÍion 

LT^TTii^iì; 'ttucrrSc10^ f t
iing ?ä£. 

M«.* by the appncti^'or zirr: mr iizr^r.:?be 

pr.ctl« by Standards OreanizatioOS)    Government  and other« lead. 

control at^^"   Ì"ÌUal   >stin« at ' «»"« »i I««!»» control at the mnu/actiu ing point,    backed by regular iniD«tiL* 

?Lan.L    PCndCnt Í"«-«««»« •"« «dependency ^H««^,. 
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We hope  that a number of advantages will flow from such a service:- 

To,the manufacturer:       An impartial,  expert and continuing check 
that his quality assurance scheme is satisfactory. 

To the Quality Control Manappr • 

A supporter and adviser. 

To the user: An impartial assurance that quality and 
reliability are being well looked after. 

To the Marketing M.nag,r • 

A considerable additional tool for 
selling purposes. 
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The basic system is,    in principle,    a simple affair even if the 
detail often involves specialized techniques.      A manufacturer asking 
to cose into the scheme is told about the obiig?tions  it inposes.      On 
his fornai application,    he is visited by a representative of BS I who 
inspects his own quality control arrangements in detail,    records what 
the practices are and  takes samples of the products for which certification 
is required,    for independent testing again&t  the specification.       If 
both inspection and testing reports come -up  to the requirements of  the 
standard and of the specific íequircm.nt^ oí   the scheme of supervision 
and control devised by BSI we grant h   m a licence to use the Certification 
Trade Mark of the Institution.   We sa/,     in eifect,    that provided  the 
control he exercises in relation to his bought in materials and components, 
his production,    his testing,    inspection and record keeping remain as 
recorded he can continue to mark his products with this Mark.      But we shall 
continue to check his quality control  through regular inspection and testing 
wjd shall withdraw his  licence at any time  if we consider his control 
ceases to be effective.      Basically the sime system - that of regular 
checking of the manufacturer's own quality control - is the method used by 
all Standards Organizations which provide a certification service. 

Other bodies independent of stanoards organizations operate certification 
ncheaes.      Well known examples arc those connected with insurance  interests 
such as Lloyds Register of Shipping,    Bureau Veritas (France),    underwriters« 
Laboratories (USA) and  the International Wool Secretariat's Woolmark scheme. 

Similar schemes  to those operated nationally are planned for on an 
international scale.    One such - a model  in many ways - is nearing Maturity 
in Europe and is concerned with Electronic Parts of Assessed Quality. 
It provides an example of a successful  co-ordination,    through standards,    of 
Government and the private sector working to the same basic specifications, 
the same basic quality assurance rules and using  the same inspectorates. 
Started in the United Kingdom as the Burghard scheme and run by BSI,    it has 
developed rapidly to the point *here 6 European countries have indicated that 
they will participate  in the scheme,    and it is hoped that the first  'European 
Components• will be available by the end of the year.      Considérable interest 
has also been expressed in this European scheme by Japan,    Canada  and America; 
and it has now been agreed within IEC that  the possibility of that organiaation 
taking on,    in due course,    the expansion of the European scheme to a wot'Id 
wide one should now be examined.      Thus a sound scheme vitally linked with 
standards and standard quality assurance procedures is progressing rapidly. 

ISO too is,    at the time of writing this paper,    about to discuss the 
formation of a high level advisory committee on international certification. 
All this activity emphasises the need for  the harmonisation of quality assurance 
and acceptance procedures since differing practices create hidden barriers 
to trade,    now revealed as tarriff-barriers are increasingly removed.     The 
question at the heart of all current attempts to promote mutual recognition 
of quality assurance arrangements is how to establish mutual confidence between 
the authorities concerned in the different countries and within what organ- 
isational framework this objective should be pursued.      The main focus of 
activity in this field today is Western Europe. 

i 
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CONCLUSION 

It is time to conclude. 

I indicated in the beginning that I would not be seeking to give you 
• pita,    but I hope that I hive demonstrated that there is a good case for 
the following.      It is no «ore than a framework within which you can plan 
the details as suits the particular national case.     Here then is that broad 
conclusion which is proposed for yovr further consideration :- 

That the business of standards is a central point in 
economic national planning. 

That it is of critical importance in the business of 
Quality Assurance. 

That,    as regards International Quality Assurance excellent 
progress is being made through the agencies of standards organisations. 

mat the Consumer Movement is a very valuable one and needs to 
be educated into the quality assurance business. 

That standard« organisations both nationally and internationally 
are responsive to the movement of world events - and not least in 
this area of responsibility of UNIDO - that of Industrial Development. 
We send our greetings and good wishes to all thoae represented here 
sad undertake in the future to continue to help and offer advice 
from the knowledge we have accumulated both in failure and in success. 
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